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Strategic Speaking Solutions
Ann's Most Requested Presentations
How Having Fun at Work Can Grow Your Profit:
In our competitive business environment, company leaders find it difficult to continue 
trimming costs or raising prices.  In this workshop, learn how to unleash the potential of your 
workforce and increase your profit margin.  Learn specific techniques to implement and 
transform your workplace into a happier, productive environment where everyone is proud 
to participate. 

How to Build a Customized Employee Development Program that Pays Dividends:
Do you find it difficult for your company to dedicate time and money to employee training?  
Do you question whether training will improve productivity? In this interactive workshop, 
learn the benefits of implementing an ongoing training program can bring to your business.  
And, use Dr. Ann’s simple format to create your own customized employee L & D program.  

Beretta's Most Requested Presentations
Embrace the Pack:
Dogs naturally understand how to be a part of a productive pack. They instinctively 
recognize different breeds, learning styles and communication preferences. Humans tend to 
think that we all  learn, play and work the same. In this fun, entertaining and interactive 
workshop, Beretta shares how appreciating other learning styles and communication 
preferences can eliminate conflict and drama at work. These doggone simple and effective 
strategies will get all your pups organized and running in the same direction 

Playing Nice with Others:
No more growling, nipping or begging at work.  Having a staff that gets along well and is 
able to communicate can positively impact employee retention and productivity.  In his most 
popular workshop, Beretta demonstrates how leaders can develop strong relationships using 
these four initiatives to immediately boost respect and productive teamwork.

Leadership Unleashed: A Great Dane’s Wisdom for the Business World
is a complement to these presentations and is an excellent tool to re-enforce the messages 
communicated in these topics.  When ordering in bulk quantities, discount prices are 
available.
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